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2019 Washington Auto Show opens to enthusiastic crowds
With The Washington Auto Show in early
April this year instead of its usual January slot,
no one had to worry about unexpected closure
for snow or even about checking a coat. The
crowds were steady and strong, especially for
the indoor ride-and-drives like the Electric
Drive Experience, the Jaguar/Land Rover Test
Drive Experience and Camp Jeep Exotic cars
were also crowd pleasers. It wouldn’t seem like
Washington early in the year without The
Washington Auto Show, but moving it forward
to the spring has lots of promise for an eminently popular event.
Opening week was packed with different programs, starting with the well-attended
MobilityTalks International Conference and Media Days, happening on April 3 and 4,
respectively. The Washington Auto Show opened to the public April 5. Read on for more details!
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Washington Auto Show MobilityTalks Conference spotlights the
coming of autonomous vehicles
United Nations joins members of Congress and administration in industry
conversation

Motor vehicles of the future driven by artificial intelligence, as
opposed to human motorists, were the focus of this year’s
Mobility Talks International Conference that preceded the 2019
Washington Auto Show on Wednesday, April 3. Spokespersons
from various quarters of the auto industry paneled up at
MobilityTalks with members of Congress, representatives from
the United Nations and officials from the Trump administration
to project the coming of autonomous motor vehicles, not as
science fiction, or pie-in-the-sky, but reality.
Washington Auto Show,
President, John O’Donnell
welcomes attendees to
MobilityTalks International.

In all, there were six program sessions in the morning running
into the afternoon, followed by four breakout sessions from
which to choose two. Setting the stage was the Congressional
Caucus presentation by the Congressional Artificial Intelligence
Caucus entitled The State of Artificial Intelligence, led by former Maryland congressman and
presidential candidate John Delaney.
Reflective of the global automobile industry,
MobilityTalks quickly branched into the international
realm, with representatives from the United Nations
Working Group on Validation Methods for Automated
Driving forming a panel on regulation and certification of
autonomous vehicles that included speakers from the
Society of Automotive Engineers and Japan’s Automobile
Standards Center.
Representatives from eight auto producing nations then
discussed the challenges of autonomous vehicles from a
public policy standpoint, which included an analysis of
bringing AVs to the marketplace, and the big task of
educating the public about them. Strategies on
communicating the benefits of advanced technology, the
like of autonomous vehicles, was then handled by another
panel that included OEMs, NADA and AAA.

Former Maryland congressman
and presidential candidate John
Delaney kicks off first session of
MobilityTalks.

Breakout sessions in the late afternoon looked at the challenge autonomous vehicles will pose for
state motor vehicle agencies as the first level of regulation, attested to by Christine Nizer, head of
the Maryland Motor Vehicle Administration and Anne Ferro, president of the American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA). Another breakout session looked at
the future of Mobility on Demand (MOD) and Mobility as a Service (MaaS). The breakout
session on connected vehicles to “back up” autonomous vehicles was especially interesting,
given the fact that the AV transportation system that is coming will need to ensure that AVs
successfully and safely communicate with one another, along with the publicly provided
infrastructure, or highways.
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The states’ panel, above, on AVs (from the left): Anne Ferro, president of AAMVA; Bruce
Anderson, president of Iowa Automobile Dealers; Christine Nizer, administrator, MD MVA; and
Bernard Soriano, deputy director, California DMV. The panel on right presented The Future of
MoD and MaaS with panelists: Jeff Marootian, director, D DOT; Alex Perdikis, Koons Silver Spring
and founder of InRide; Andy York, director of Federal Affairs, GM; Leo Fitzimon, government
relations, ERE Technologies; and Shailen Bhatt, president, Intelligent Transport Society of America.

At the end of the day, the question is whether motor vehicles driven by artificial intelligence as
opposed to human drivers is the proper way for the industry to proceed, and, if so, will
autonomous vehicles be accepted by motor vehicle consumers? For its part, Mobility Talks
International framed the question with industry experts and government regulators, so now it’s
time to see what happens.

International speakers on autonomous regulation: (above left, left to right) Cho Seongwoo
(Korea); Cheng Shidong (China); Jan Hellaker (Sweden); Jason Stein (Automotive News),
moderator. The panel on the right (above, left to right) Jason Stein, moderator; Peter Striekwold
(Netherlands); Terunao Kawai (Japan); Brian Barnard (NHTSA); and David Hamson (UK)
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United Nations Working Group on Validation Method for Automated Driving

MobilityTalks lunch and evening programs

Heidi King (left), deputy administrator, NHTSA, opens SAE/NADA Lunch panel on Communicating the Benefits
of Advanced Technologies to New Vehicle Buyers. Panel speakers, in the right photo, above, (from left to
right): Rebecca Lindland, Independent Market Strategists; Jill Ingrassia, AAA; Peter Welch, NADA; Kay Stepper,
Bosch; Suzie Reineke, Reineke Dealerships; and, Kevin Ro, Toyota.

MobilityTalks Luncheon courtesy of SAE & NADA

MobilityTalks evening reception, courtesy of MEMA
and Toyota.
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Media Day kicks off with EPA Administrator Wheeler
EPA Administrator Andrew Wheeler drew a big
crowd speaking at the opening of Media Day at the
2019 Washington Auto Show. A crowd of reporters
heard him discuss the Environmental Protection
Agency’s plan to create a single national fuel
economy standard that California, with its separate
standards, could adapt to.

Auto Show Chairman John Ourisman
welcomes EPA Administrator Andrew
Wheeler to the podium for his address
during the Auto Show’s Media Day.

Wheeler framed the Trump Administration’s proposed
fuel economy standards as a way to save money and
lives. The EPA has offered eight options for
standards, from 2021 to 2026, with the preferred
approach to lock in the 2020 standards until 2026.

Freezing fuel economy standards in 2020, instead of using the gradually increasing standards the
automakers agreed to under the Obama administration in 2012, would save consumers an
average of $2,300 for each new car acquired, Wheeler said.
The Trump Administration’s choice would also save 1,000 lives a year because with new cars
more affordable, and better designed, safer vehicles would be on the road, Wheeler claimed.
“Our goal is to get more Americans into safer, cleaner vehicles,” said Wheeler.
Officials in the Trump Administration’s EPA have always said they prefer a single national fuel
economy standard, something the auto industry definitely wants. California and several states
following California, including Maryland, have said they will sue if the EPA insists on
establishing scaled-back standards.
Wheeler told reporters that if California sues, the EPA will vigorously defend its position. A
court battle would mean years of uncertainty for automakers and dealers.
“Federalism does not mean one state can dictate policy for the entire country,” said Wheeler.
The issue would be especially fraught for Washington-area dealers if two standards became law.
Maryland follows California fuel economy standards, but Virginia does not. So theoretically, a
consumer who could not find the car he or she wanted at a Maryland dealership could be able to
buy it in Virginia, since the two states would receive a different stock of cars for the different
standards.
Wheeler said the final federal rule for fuel economy standards will be issued later this year.
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Dealer Congressman Mike Kelly represents House Auto Caucus at
Auto Show
Rep. Mike Kelly (R-Pa.), an auto dealer and member of Congress
who co-chairs the House Auto Caucus, spoke on Media Day at The
Washington Auto Show. Fellow Auto Caucus co-chair Rep. Marcy
Kaptur (D-Ohio) also came to Media Day and toured the Show.
Kelly touted the personal relationships that auto dealerships thrive on.
“We rely on each other,” Kelly said. “That’s what this business has
always been about.”
Rep. Mike Kelly at the
podium on Media Day.

Rep. Kelly encouraged all Americans to be involved in politics and to
call their representative in Congress. “People say, ‘Why don’t they
listen?’” Kelly said. “I say, ‘Why don’t you call?’”

Fiat showcases updated 500X
Fiat showed off its updated 500X vehicle at the
2019 Washington Auto Show, after the first vehicles
arrived at the Port of Baltimore, March 22.

New Fiat 500X

The 500X is a small crossover with standard, all-wheel
drive and a 1.3 liter turbo engine. It comes in three
levels: Pop (entry level), at $25,985; Trekking,
$27,000; and Trekking Plus, $30,600. The Fiat 500X
can be driven in one of two modes, eco-driving or
performance. It has a refreshed exterior and many new
safety and security features.

Alfa Romeo features Stelvio, Guilia

Alfa Romeo Stelvio (left) and Guilia (right)

After a 20-year absence before it returned to the U.S. market, Alfa Romeo is growing its
presence here. The company sold 24,000 cars in the U.S. in 2018, up 90 percent from 2017.
“D.C. is one of our key markets,” said Berj Alexanian, speaking to reporters on Media Day at
The Washington Auto Show.
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2019 will be the first year with a full lineup for the Stelvio in the U.S., and the Giulia is
increasing its sales in a segment where sales slipped, said Alexanian. The 4C Spider will be
introduced to the U.S. market in 2020.

Ford shows all-new 2020 Escape
Ford revealed a completely new 2020 version of its
popular compact SUV, the Escape, at the 2019 Washington
Auto Show. The showing took place just a couple of days after
its introduction. It is larger than the previous version, and the
back seat can slide to create more knee room than the far larger
Chevrolet Suburban, according to Ford.
2020 Ford Escape

The Ford Escape comes with a 1.5-liter or 2-liter engine. A
hybrid or plug-in hybrid is expected to be on the market in the late fall.

SureFly car is a lobby attraction at the Auto Show
A Jetsons-like, futuristic vehicle “landed” in the
lobby of the Washington Convention Center for the
opening the 2019 Washington Auto Show in the form
of the SureFly flying car. It looks similar to a small
helicopter and, according to designers, is safe, easy to
fly and has a relatively low base price of $200,000.
The SureFly can go up to 75 miles per hour for two
hours of flight time, traveling four feet off the ground.
It is a hybrid with backup batteries for its two diesel
generators. The driver drives the flying car with a single joystick.
Steve Burns, founder of SureFly, envisions the early users as paramedics and other emergency
responders, no less than drivers who want to avoid their traffic-heavy commute.
The next step is approval by the Federal Aviation Administration. Among other things, the
creators are working on ways to make the vehicle fly more quietly.

Hyundai takes to the road for fuel-efficient future
Hyundai calls itself the first automaker to offer a full fleet of alternatives to achieve a more
fuel-efficient automotive landscape. Electrification is challenging for large SUVs, said Mike
O’Brien, vice president of product, corporate and digital planning. So those larger vehicles can
be powered by hydrogen fuel cells.
Case in point: The Hyundai Nexo is a hydrogen-powered SUV with a 380-mile range, the
greatest range of any electric vehicle or hydrogen fuel cell vehicle.
“Clean energy hydrogen is the future of transportation,” O’Brien said at the 2019 Washington
Auto Show’s Media Day on April 4. “It emits only water.”
Hyundai’s goal is to be one of the top three EV manufacturers by 2025.
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Honda shows Dream Drive, Personal Mobility Device
Honda offered a high tech, future focus at The
Washington Auto Show, from the Honda Dream Drive to the
Personal Mobility Device.
The Dream Drive is a “suite of apps” that enables the driver and
passenger to perform a variety of tasks and be entertained while
the car is in motion. It debuted at the Consumer Electronics
Show in January. The Autonomous Work Vehicle, a prototype
based on an all-terrain vehicle platform, uses artificial
intelligence to help with tasks, such as firefighting and
agricultural uses.

Honda’s Personal Mobility
Device on test drive at the
Auto Show.

Honda brought a prototype Personal Mobility Device to The
Washington Auto Show. A person using the device sits in the
saddle and leans in the direction where he or she wants to go,
using what Honda calls “balance control technology.” The
machine has potential to help people with disabilities.

Lyft’s Foxx speaks of autonomous vehicle revolution
Anthony Foxx, former DOT secretary and current
chief policy officer of Lyft, spoke about the counter-trend to
personally owned vehicles: Ride-share companies and
autonomous vehicles (AVs).
“We’re at a turning point,” Foxx told reporters at the 2019
Washington Auto Show Media Day lunch on April 4.
Technology and the demographic shift to more urban
neighborhoods are outpacing current infrastructure in the
U.S, he said.
Speaking at The Washington Auto
Show Media Day lunch is Lyft’s
Chief Policy Officer, Anthony
Foxx.

Foxx laid out a series of facts that would suggest a shift to
more use of ride-share vehicles, especially AVs. Personal
vehicles sit idle 95 percent of the time, he said. Nearly
40,000 Americans die in auto accidents every year, with 74
percent of those attributed to human error. Moreover, he said, the time spent sitting in traffic
wastes $160 billion in lost U.S. productivity every year.
Forty percent of Lyft rides are shared, and the company wants to increase that to 50 percent by
2020. Longer term, Foxx envisions a network of shared electric AVs. Widespread use of AVs is
expected to result in up to 80 percent fewer accidents, and AVs will be a big part of Lyft’s
future.
“The transition to AVs will not occur through individually owned cars,” he said.
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Nissan and Chevy technology
honored by Green Car Journal
The Nissan Leaf received the 2019 Connected
Green Car Award, and Chevrolet Dynamic Fuel
Management was honored as the Green
Technology of the Year. Ron Cogan, publisher
of Green Car Journal, made the announcements
on Media Day during the 2019 Washington
Auto Show. Chevrolet Dynamic Fuel
Management is standard in the 2019 Silverado.
The finalists for the Connected Green Car were
the Audi e-Tron, Subaru Crosstrek Hybrid, Tesla
Model 3, and Toyota RAV4 Hybrid. Finalists
for Green Car Technology were the Hyundai
Nexo Hydrogen Fuel Cell, Nissan VC-Turbo
Engine, Mitsubishi PHEV, and Ram eTorque.
Pictured: Ron Cogan with Michael Arbuckle,
Nissan (right) and Kyle Suba, Chevrolet (right)

Sneak Peek turns out members of Congress, industry notables
The traditional Sneak Peek Reception, culminating Industry/Media Days at the 2019
Washington Auto Show, occurred on the evening of April 4, the night before the Show opened to
the public. Those attending the popular Auto Show Preview reception included members of
Congress; national- and state-level policymakers; automaker executives; and many WANADA
dealer members and their associates. The photos, below, bespeak a successful event:

Regional unveiling of the 2020 Porsche 911 at the 2019 Washington Auto Show Sneak Peek Preview.
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Motors at the 2019 Washington Auto Show

Virginia Secretary of Transportation Shannon
Valentine tries out a Land Rover at the Auto Show.
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From the left, Andy York, GM; Gerry
Murphy, WANADA; House Majority
Leader Steny Hoyer (D-Md.); and Rich
Lopez, General Motors

Rep. Marcy Kaptur (D-Ohio) with
a new Jeep at the Auto Show.

.

Thank. you to Sponsors!
Public Policy Days, MobilityTalks International, Industry Media Day, and the Sneak Peek Preview
Reception were generously sponsored by the Auto Alliance; MEMA; Qualcomm; Rifkin Weiner
Livingston LLC; SBD Automotive; Global Automakers; Hargrove; Honda; The Hill; and NADA.

Thought of the Week…

You could never run your business the way Congress does, with unlimited access to debt.
--Rep. Mike Kelly (R-Pa.), an auto dealer and U.S Congressman, speaking at
The Washington Auto Show.

